AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2014 SCORING GUIDELINES
Question 1

(George Gascoigne’s “For That He Looked Not upon Her”)
The score should reflect the quality of the essay as a whole—its content, style, and mechanics. Reward
the students for what they do well. The score for an exceptionally well-written essay may be raised by
one point above the otherwise appropriate score. In no case may a poorly written essay be scored higher
than a 3.
9–8

These essays offer a persuasive analysis of Gascoigne’s use of devices to convey the speaker’s
complex attitude. These essays offer a range of interpretations; they provide convincing readings of
both the complex attitude and Gascoigne’s use of devices such as form, diction, and imagery.
They demonstrate consistent and effective control over the elements of composition in language
appropriate to the analysis of poetry. Their textual references are apt and specific. Though they
may not be error-free, these essays are perceptive in their analysis and demonstrate writing that is
clear and sophisticated, and in the case of an essay scored a 9, especially persuasive.

7–6

These essays offer a reasonable analysis of Gascoigne’s use of devices such as form, diction, and
imagery to convey the speaker’s complex attitude. They are less thorough or less precise in their
discussion of the attitude and Gascoigne’s use of devices, and their analysis of the relationship
between the two is less thorough or convincing. These essays demonstrate an ability to express
ideas clearly, making references to the text, although they do not exhibit the same level of effective
writing as the 9–8 essays. Essays scored a 7 present better-developed analysis and more consistent
command of the elements of effective composition than do essays scored a 6.

5

These essays respond to the assigned task with a plausible reading of Gascoigne’s use of devices
such as form, diction, and imagery to convey the speaker’s complex attitude, but they tend to be
superficial in their analysis of the attitude and of the devices. They often rely on paraphrase, which
may contain some analysis, implicit or explicit. Their analysis of the speaker’s attitude or of
Gascoigne’s use of devices may be vague, formulaic, or minimally supported by references to the
text. There may be minor misinterpretations of the poem. These essays demonstrate some control
of language, but they may be marred by surface errors. These essays are not as well conceived,
organized, or developed as 7–6 essays.

4–3

These lower-half essays fail to offer an adequate analysis of the poem. The analysis may be partial,
unconvincing, or irrelevant, or it may ignore the complexity of the speaker’s attitude or
Gascoigne’s use of devices. Evidence from the poem may be slight or misconstrued, or the essays
may rely on paraphrase only. The writing often demonstrates a lack of control over the conventions
of composition: inadequate development of ideas, accumulation of errors, or a focus that is unclear,
inconsistent, or repetitive. Essays scored a 3 may contain significant misreading, demonstrate
inept writing, or both.

2–1

These essays compound the weaknesses of the papers in the 4–3 range. Although some attempt
has been made to respond to the prompt, the assertions are presented with little clarity,
organization, or support from the poem. These essays may contain serious errors in grammar and
mechanics. They may offer a complete misreading or be unacceptably brief. Essays scored a 1
contain little coherent discussion of the poem.
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Question 1 (continued)
0

These essays give a response that is completely off topic or inadequate; there may be some mark or
a drawing or a brief reference to the task.

—

These essays are entirely blank.
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AP® ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSITION
2014 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 1
Overview
This question asked students to carefully read the poem “For That He Looked Not upon Her” by 16thcentury English poet George Gascoigne and to write an essay analyzing how the poet employs such
devices as form, diction, and imagery to develop the complex attitude of the speaker in the poem.
Similar to previous free-response poetry questions on the exam, this question focused on devices as
vehicles for conveying meaning, and students were invited to explore the relationships between devices
and meaning in the context of a 16th-century sonnet. The sonnet form situates the speaker’s complex
attitude in ways that offer student writers the opportunity to follow his reasoning for his reluctance to fall
victim to the gloom and misery of rejection a second time. The three quatrains provide metaphors that
build upon one another as they lead to the closing couplet of the sonnet. These metaphors are enriched by
elevated diction and abundant imagery, both of which are common properties of the 16th-century English
sonnet, and which provide additional material that solidifies the speaker’s caution about facing one with
whom he is smitten and whose beauty and allure have drawn him in before.
Sample: 1A
Score: 8
This strong essay exhibits all the features of an upper-level essay. It is well structured, insightful, and amply
evidences its claims. The essay also provides a comprehensive discussion of the poem through an engaging
and accurate discussion of form, various literary devices, and diction to arrive at the understanding that the
attitude of the speaker evolves as the poem progresses and that this is part of the speaker’s complexity. The
student’s sophistication as an analyst of discourse is apparent in the recognition that the speaker makes a
deliberate and purposeful argument in which he “defends what at first seems to be an incomprehensible
sentiment towards the woman he supposedly loves.” Drawing particularly well on a familiarity with and
understanding of the sonnet form, the essay shows how successive phases of the speaker’s argument
characterize him and explains the central paradox: the speaker “‘take[s] no delight’ to look at his love, despite
the fact that attractive ‘gleams’ ‘grow’ upon her face.” The essay also refers to the metaphors of the mouse
and the fly to explain how these are used in the speaker’s representation of himself as once a victim but “now
no longer naïve.” This astute point is deftly supported by the observation that alliteration is used strategically
by the speaker to underscore the “pain and sorrow” he has suffered. While this essay is very sophisticated in
its treatment of the sonnet, its paragraphs are occasionally unwieldy and sentences sometimes run on. It
does not exhibit the particularly sophisticated control of language that would make the essay especially
persuasive, as one might expect to see in a paper scored a 9.
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Question 1 (continued)
Sample: 1B
Score: 6
This essay provides a reasonable (though not sophisticated) argument about Gascoigne’s sonnet,
consistently offering evidence from the poem to support its claims. It posits that the rhyme scheme of the
poem and its choices of diction and imagery help the reader to understand the speaker’s “gloomy
attitude,” “emotional heartache,” and feelings of “mistrust and betrayal.” The essay then uses these
features of the poem to structure the discussion into successive body paragraphs on rhyme scheme (which
becomes a discussion about structure), diction, and imagery: it notes that the quatrains and the final
couplet demarcate different expressions of the speaker’s sense of betrayal, that word choice qualifies how
the speaker experiences betrayal, and that imagery reinforces the poignancy of the experience. However,
while it offers insights about the poem in each of these paragraphs, the essay is formulaic and repetitive,
and the analysis fragmented into less perceptive analysis than a carefully synthesized discussion might
yield. Its phrasing, its lack of clarity concerning the use of some poetic elements (notably imagery and
metaphor), and its confusion about the respective roles of speaker and poet make it somewhat imprecise.
Unwieldy sentences, such as “The fly’s tale of being too careless and barely escaping its death by the fire
also gives an image of an unassuming animal that was hurt in the process of trusting,” add to the less
astute analysis and structural infelicities. Although its strengths placed this essay in the upper half, such
weaknesses distinguished it as a 6.
Sample: 1C
Score: 4
This lower-half essay fails to offer an adequate analysis of the poem, containing several interpretive errors
that make the argument unconvincing. The essay acknowledges the speaker’s complex attitude toward
the woman and that he has “learned his lesson,” but much of the discussion centers on the poem as an
allegory rather than a complaint in the first person, leading to the conclusion that “Gascoigne warns the
reader of what may come about when one falls for a trick.” The essay also misidentifies the mouse and fly
metaphors, treating them as illustrative rather than figurative: it alleges that the poet uses “allegorical
references to explain the speaker’s experiences and feelings through those of a mouse in a trap.” The
complexity of the speaker’s attitude and of his casting of himself as a hapless victim is therefore not fully
developed. The essay correctly identifies the poem as a Shakespearean sonnet containing three quatrains
and a couplet, but its subsequent discussion of the poem does not use this information well in furthering
the argument. Though this essay is longer than the typical lower-half essay and is written in clear
language, its accumulation of interpretive errors earned it a score of 4.
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